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WELCOME
Welcome to the jubilee 10th CIHT Conference, an international
conference dedicated to health tourism!
Crikvenica was one of the first destinations in Croatia where health
tourism started to develop back in the 19th century. This long and
important tradition has always had the same basic goals: firstclass healthcare services, continuous investment in quality in line
with the latest trends, and the development of human resources.
The awareness of the timeless importance of health and well-being
is a very important part of everyday life on the Crikvenica Riviera.
One of the results of this is our health tourism conference, which
was held for the first time in September 2013 on the occasion of
the 125th anniversary of tourism in Crikvenica. Over the past few
years, the Crikvenica International Health Tourism Conference
(abbreviated as the CIHT Conference) has become a well-known
event and gathered some of the world’s foremost experts in
health, tourism and business. The organisers are the Crikvenica
Tourist Board and the Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster and the coorganisers are Thalassotherapia Crikvenica and Polyclinic Terme
Selce.
The CIHT Conference will be held for the tenth time in a row, on the
20th and 21st of October 2022, for the second time in a hybrid form.
This means that the conference programme will be held on-site in
the Hotel Omorika in Crikvenica and simultaneously broadcasted
on a virtual platform. This way, all who are interested will have the
opportunity to choose if they want to join us in person in beautiful
Crikvenica or if they would rather participate virtually.
The CIHT conference continues to contribute to the application
of current theoretical knowledge and trends. It also emphasises
the strategic importance of developing health tourism in Croatia
and placing health tourism products on the market. We are glad
that the 2022 conference once again brings together more than
20 international eminent speakers from various countries and
are very grateful that they have decided to share their valuable
experience and knowledge with us. Moreover, these are experts
who participate as speakers in numerous eminent world health

and tourism conferences and cooperate with the largest companies
in this field. In addition to the presentations by top experts, the
CIHT Conference offers the opportunity to create business
contacts and partnerships, exchange experiences, and arrange
concrete collaborations. The priority in the organization of the
CIHT conference is, first of all, the quality of the content through
which the participants can gain new knowledge that they will later
apply in their daily work. This year’s CIHT conference continues
to contribute to the application of current theoretical knowledge
and trends in practice, emphasizing the strategic importance of
the development of health tourism.
We are very proud that the importance of the CIHT Conference
has yet again been recognised by many. This year, the 10th CIHT
Conference’s general sponsor is Jadran-galenski laboratorij d.d.,
a Croatian pharmaceutical company with global success and
recognition. Moreover, it is worth emphasizing that for many years
our sponsor continues to be the Ministry of Tourism and Sport,
whose support has been of great contribution to the organisation
of this year’s hybrid conference. Traditionally, we are supported
by the following distinguished sponsors as well: the Ministry of
Health, Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, Croatian National Tourist
Board, Kvarner Region Tourist Board, Croatian Chamber of
Economy and the Town of Crikvenica. We would like to take this
opportunity to once again sincerely thank all of them. We also
thank our supporters and all those who have contributed to the
organisation of this year’s conference.
We are confident that CIHT 2022 will again prove that quality
collaboration and coordination between health services, tourism,
and business, together with networking and the combined efforts
of all those who, either directly or indirectly, influence what health
tourism has to offer, represent a joint path towards success.
Thank you for your participation and, hopefully, you will enjoy
the many interesting topics, educational presentations and
constructive debates at this year’s CIHT Conference.
We look forward to seeing you again in 2023!

Organisers:

Crikvenica Tourist Board
Marijana Biondić, MSc.
Director

Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster
Assist. Prof. Vladimir Mozetič, MD, PhD, MHA
President

PROGRAMME

12:00 – 13:00

Wednesday, 19th of October 2022

1.

Prim. Vlasta Brozičević, M.D. specialist in physical medicine and
rehabilitation, rheumatology, Department Head and member of
the Board, Polyclinic Terme, Croatia

2.

Danijel Premuš, MD, Cardiology specialist, Thalassotherapia
Opatija, Croatia

3.

Martina Linarić, PHD, Owner, Center for Nutrition and Holistic
Approach to Health, NutriMarLIn, Croatia

4.

Pero Kuterovac, Conditional and strength coach, Croatia

17:00 – 18:00

Workshop I

Thursday, 20 of October 2022
th

Opening ceremony and 		
		welcome speeches

09:30 – 10:00
10:00 – 11:30

PART I - New, Newer and

		
the Newest in Health 		
		Tourism

PANEL - HEALTH TOURISM

		AND SPORTS
		REHABILITATION

13:00 – 13:15

Break

13:15 – 15:00

PART II - Health and Health

		

Industry: Investment and

		Development

1.

The Hybrid Future of Medical Tourism, Irving Stackpole,
President, Stackpole & Associates, Inc., USA

1.

Investing, Adapting, Thriving, Joško Brkić, Global Brand
Manager, JGL d.d., Croatia

2.

Patient experience in Cleveland Clinic, Mario Škugor, M.D.
FACE, Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine CCLCM of CWRU
and Director of Education, Cleveland Clinic, USA

2.

Entrepreneurship in healthcare, Stjepan Orešković, PHD,
Scientist and entrepreneur, M+ Group, Croatia

3.

“Accessible” Tourism: The Markets Hidden in Plain Sight. Why
investing in accessible travel offers a ROI that also expands
tourism, wellness, dental & medical tourism markets.,
Elizabeth Ziemba, JD, MPH, President & Founder, Medical
Tourism Training, USA

PROVECTUS CAPITAL PARTNERS (PCP): Leading growth
capital investment firm in South East Europe, Igor Čičak, CEO
& Managing Partner, Provectus Capital Partners, Croatia

4.

4.

The Arts as Treatment and Differentiator in Healthcare, Maria
Jukic, JD, Senior Director, Arts & Medicine Institute, Cleveland
Clinic, USA

Possibilities of financing the development of health tourism
in the Republic of Croatia, Slavko Štefičar, Director, Directorate
for Sustainable Development and Competitiveness of a Tourist
Destination, Ministry of tourism and sport

5.

5.

Questions and Answers

Internet of things in health tourism journey – quantify it all,
Mario Ravić, Head of IoT & Digital Health, Ericsson NikolaTesla
d.d., Croatia

6.

Questions and Answers

3.

11:30 – 12:00

Break

15:00 – 17:00

Lunch
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17:00 – 18:00
20:00

Workshop II

Gala dinner with a presentation of
awards in recognition of personal/
institutional contribution to the
development of health tourism in
Croatia

Friday, 21st of October 2022
10:00 – 11:30

		
1.

PART III - Medical Tourism

and Patient Expectations

The changed patient experience post pandemic – The global
yet local insight, Sandeep Sharma, Executive Director & Global
Lead, Vmarsh Healthcare, UAE

12:00 – 13:30

PART IV - Natural Healing

Factors and Health Tourism

1.

Thoughts of market penetration strategies for healthcare and
wellness operators, Ilan Geva, President, Ilan Geva & Friends
Inc. and Director of Strategy and U.S. office head, Vmarsh
Healthcare, USA

From natural healing factors to one of the best health tourism
destinations in Croatia, Marijana Biondić, Director, Crikvenica
Tourist Board, Croatia

2.

3.

The patient will see you now – what UX and UI can teach us
about anticipating patients expectations, Ognjen Bagatin,
Owner and CEO, Polyclinic Sinteza, Croatia

From clustering to the region of health and wellbeing, Assist.
prof. Vladimir Mozetič, MD, PHD, MHA, President, Kvarner
Health Tourism Cluster, Croatia

3.

4.

How to increase conversion rate – best practices and tips,
Marek Hołówko, CEO & Co-Founder, Clinic Hunter, Poland

“Thermal Travels” – Spa Towns as Places of Health,
Wellbeing and Culture, Simone Zagrodnik, Executive Director,
European Historic Thermal Towns Association, Germany

4.

5.

Patients are people. Do we know people?, Miroslav Varga,
Google certified trainer, Escape Ltd., Croatia

Plan for the promotion of Croatian health tourism on the US
market 2023-2025, Leila Krešić-Jurić, Director North America,
Croatian National Tourist Office New York, USA

6.

Questions and answers

5.

Questions and answers

2.

11:30 – 12:00

Break

13:30 – 15:00

Lunch
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IRVING STACKPOLE

MARIO ŠKUGOR, M.D. FACE

President, Stackpole & Associates, Inc

Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine CCLCM of
CWRU and Director of Education, Cleveland Clinic

Short bio:
As an experienced healthcare professional, Irving Stackpole
has held leadership positions for global organizations including
the Massachusetts General Hospital and Tenet Healthcare, as
well as hundreds of consulting clients on five continents as the
President of Stackpole & Associates, Inc. Irving is internationally
recognized for his expertise in market research and marketing to
expand access to healthcare. He is widely published and is quoted
in leading news channels such as the Financial Times, the New
York Times, Forbes and others. In addition, Mr. Stackpole holds
appointments with several European and US universities and
a patent in digital healthcare technology from the United States
Trademark and Patents Office.

Presentation title: The Hybrid Future of Medical Tourism
Abstract:
The brief history of health & medical tourism focuses on people
traveling from one location to another to access and consume
health, wellness, dental and medical services. The pandemicrelated shutdown of regional travel has shown how vulnerable
these markets are. And healthcare worker shortages are wreaking
havoc. People still want or need these services, but how will they
access them? Digital communications, remote patient monitoring
technologies, telehealth and telemedicine, remote learning and
skills transfer point the way to a hybrid future in the markets
for cross-border trade in health, wellness, dental and medical
tourism.

Short bio:
I graduated from the Zagreb Medical School in 1986 and then
spent two years as a research associate in the Institute for Nuclear
Medicine in Zagreb. During 1991-1992 I was in the Croatian army.
In 1993, I finished my nuclear medicine residency and moved
to the Ohio State University as a researcher in the Bone and
Mineral Metabolism Laboratory. I completed my internal medicine
residency at St. Luke’s Medical Centre in Cleveland in 2000. In my
final year I served as a chief resident. My career followed with an
endocrinology fellowship in the Cleveland Clinic from 2000-2002.
Since then, I have been on the staff in the Cleveland Clinic focusing
on diabetes, obesity, thyroid disorders and disorders of calcium
metabolism.
Currently I hold the title of the Clinical Associate Professor of
Medicine at the Cleveland Clinic Lerner College of Medicine
of CWRU and also the Catherine and Edward Lozick Chair in
Endocrinology and Metabolism. I also serve as director for
education at the Endocrine and Metabolic Institute.

Presentation title: Patient experience in Cleveland Clinic
Abstract:
The Cleveland Clinic was truly a clinical quality-centric institution
for most of its existence. But, in 2008, we started to focus on giving
an amazing patient experience and adopted a comprehensive
patient experience vision. The Cleveland Clinic uses patient
feedback to improve the patient experience. Negative feedback
was collected in 2008. Once the negative feedback was collected
and analysed, the organization immediately and very carefully
designed a “patient-centric” strategy to convert this negative
feedback into positive feedback in the long run. This strategy was
implemented all across the organization. This helped in increasing
the customer experience up to 20% within months, with the
installation of several programmes as a result. At the Cleveland
Clinic, employees were given special half day classes on patient
experience, to enhance the staff’s dealings with the patients.
To motivate the staff to be stringent in providing a great patient
experience, the Clinic organized employee bonus and reward
programmes. Within months of this programme underway, the
patient experience spurred.
It took four years for the clinic to scrutinize its mistakes and
loopholes in the patient experience and come up with carefully
made strategies to address these loopholes and mistakes. With
these strategies deployed in their daily tasks the Cleveland Clinic
escalated from standing at the 55th percentile to the 92nd percentile
in patient experience. This made the Clinic a “model to follow” that
reconstructed the entire culture of the organization and made it
more “patient-centric” from being truly “clinical quality-centric”.
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ELIZABETH ZIEMBA, JD, MPH

MARIA JUKIC, JD

President & Founder, Medical Tourism Training

Senior Director, Arts & Medicine Institute, Cleveland
Clinic

Short bio:
Elizabeth Ziemba, JD, MPH, is a pioneer of health travel as
President & Founder of Medical Tourism Training, a programme
focused on expanding access to safe and high-quality healthcare
services around the world. Along with a team of global experts,
she delivers consulting and training services for clients in the
wellness, health, medical and accessible travel sectors as well
as hospitality services with innovative, practical, evidence-based
solutions for business development and economic growth.
Elizabeth promotes accreditation & certification as the Regional
Director for Temos International Healthcare Accreditation covering
the US, Caribbean, Mexico, & Latin America.

Presentation title: “Accessible” Tourism: The Markets Hidden in

Plain Sight. Why investing in accessible travel offers a ROI that also
expands tourism, wellness, dental & medical tourism markets.

Abstract:
By updating preconceptions and stereotypes associated with
“access” and “disabilities”, new opportunities to appeal to larger
demographics and to create marketing advantages become clear.
Increasing accessibility to destinations, services, and products
create synergies in tourism, wellness travel, dental & medical
tourism, as well as accessible travel. Services essential to
delivering positive accessible travel experiences also benefit other
markets. Investing in accessible services delivers a substantial
return on investment along with market differentiation.

Short bio:
Maria Jukic, JD, is Senior Director, Arts & Medicine Institute, at
the Cleveland Clinic. The Institute brings the arts into the hospital
through art and music therapy, performing arts, visual arts, and
education. Maria also oversees research, community partnerships,
and strategic planning.
Arts and Medicine serves patients, families, and hospital
caregivers. Programmes have recently expanded into the areas
of neurology, physical medicine and rehabilitation (PM&R), and
cardiology, and increased services for hospital caregivers.
Maria holds a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Notre Dame,
a Master of Arts from the John Carroll University and a Juris Doctor
from the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law. She completed a
Fulbright Fellowship in Croatia. She is also a member of the City
Council in Euclid, Ohio.

Presentation title: The Arts as Treatment and Differentiator in

Healthcare

Abstract:
The Arts are one of the oldest themes involved in human health
and well-being, as well as in the development of medicine and
healthcare. Utilizing the Arts for Treatment and Differentiation
is at the same time one of the newest concepts in the fields of
health, wellness, medicine, and public health. The Arts can also
be utilized as a differentiator for organizations and locations
promoting health tourism.
Learn about ways healthcare organizations, including the
Cleveland Clinic, are using the Arts to treat people’s physical
and mental health, to enhance the environment of healthcare
organizations, and to build partnerships in communities. Discuss
research that supports the Arts for health and well-being. Imagine
ways of incorporating the Arts into a comprehensive health
tourism programme.
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STJEPAN OREŠKOVIĆ, PHD

IGOR ČIČAK

Scientist and entrepreneur, M+ Group

CEO & Managing Partner, Provectus Capital Partners

Short bio:

Short bio:

Prof. Stjepan Orešković is a successful businessman and scientist.
His M+ Group has grown into a global player, it is the second largest
employer in Croatia with more than 11,000 people and operates in
62 world markets. His most recent investment was made in one of
the most innovative business schools in Europe - the IEDC Bled
School of Management.
He is a tenured professor at the Faculty of Medicine in Zagreb. In
his long professional career he taught or led international projects
with universities such as Harvard, IUPU, UCSF, LSE, LSHMT,
Ljubljana, Sorbonne, Bocconi and others. He is the principal
investigator of the Pfizer’s Global Grand Project and is best known
for his projects fostering innovative health care interventions.
He was featured in the leading international media, including
Huffington Post, Reuters, CNN, BBC, NBC, and RTL, among others.

Igor Čičak is a Managing Partner and CEO of Provectus Capital
Partners (PCP).
PCP is an independent investment firm with the focus on South
- East Europe and very active in the private health care space.
PCP has established the Aviva Medical Group that operates with
five health care clinics in Croatia, out of which two are special
orthopaedic hospitals. In addition, PCP has majority ownership in
the Adria Dental Group - the leading chain of dental clinics and
laboratories in the region.
Igor has a track record of 20+ years in executive management and
private equity.
He is also the founder, supervisory board member and minority
shareholder of Optimapharm, today one of the leading clinical
research companies (CRO) in Europe.
He graduated from the Faculty of Economics and Business in
Zagreb, completed the GMP programme in Vienna, and the Senior
Executive Programme at the London Business School.

Presentation title: Entrepreneurship in healthcare

Presentation title: PROVECTUS CAPITAL PARTNERS (PCP):
Leading growth capital investment firm in South East Europe
Abstract:
Provectus Capital Partners (PCP) is the leading investment
firm in the private healthcare space in the Adriatic region. PCP
provides growth capital with the aim to consolidate and integrate
businesses, initiate new developments, and scale them to broader
regional and /or European levels.
Year to date, PCP has invested in 9 healthcare institutions (clinics,
policlinics, special hospitals) in Croatia and Slovenia, creating 2
leading regionally specialized Groups operating on the private
market.
In the segment of private health care, PCP has created Aviva
Medical Group which consists of 5 institutions (incl. 2 special
orthopaedics hospitals).
In the area of dental care, PCP manages the leading CEE dental
chain – Adria Dental Group (ADG). Currently, ADG owns 4 clinics
and 4 laboratories and has cc. 350 employees, and is making more
than 110K of different procedures per year.
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SLAVKO ŠTEFIČAR

MARIO RAVIĆ

Director, Directorate for Sustainable Development and
Competitiveness of a Tourist Destination, Ministry of
tourism and sport

Head of IoT & Digital Health, Ericsson NikolaTesla d.d.

Short bio:
Slavko Štefičar, Director of the Directorate for Sustainable
Development and Competitiveness of a Tourist Destination, is
an expert specialist in project management and is currently
attending the doctoral study of Business Economics at the Faculty
of Business and Administrative Sciences, Novo mesto (Slovenia).
The Directorate is responsible for designing and implementing
measures for the sustainable development of tourist destinations,
coordinating the activities of stakeholders in the process of tourist
destination development, especially the development of public
tourist infrastructure. The scope of the Administration includes
the development of special forms of tourism as well as the
implementation of activities aimed at climate change mitigation
and energy efficiency in the part related to tourism.

Presentation title: Possibilities of financing the development of
health tourism in the Republic of Croatia
Abstract:
National Development Strategy to 2030 The Republic of
Croatia defines the direction of development of sustainable,
innovative and resilient tourism. Special emphasis was placed
on the development and promotion of health tourism, which is
extremely important for the competitiveness and development
of continental and year-round tourism. The 2030 Sustainable
Tourism Development Strategy (under development) places
emphasis on the development and promotion of health tourism as
a priority strategic tourism product with developed value chains
and short supply chains. Funds from the National Recovery and
Resilience Plan and the EU Multiannual Financial Framework will
enable investments in the development of thermal riviera on the
continent, and on the coast investments in the extension of the
season through further development of climate-air thermals and
thallaso therapy.

Short bio:
Mario Ravić is Head of IoT & Digital Health business area in the
company Ericsson Nikola Tesla. He led product development and
market introduction for the medical product Ericsson Mobile
Health (MDD 2A) used for remote patient monitoring on the
global market and for the last ten years he is actively involved
in commercial and research digital health projects worldwide.
With an engineering background, he enrolled graduate program
„Leadership and Management of Healthcare Services“ on
Medical Faculty in Zagreb in 2016 and he obtained CPHIMS
accreditation from HIMSS in 2019. He is delivering lectures on
Medical Faculty in Zagreb on PhD program (Telemedicine) and
has mentored several digital health startups through the Startup
Factory accelerator.

Presentation title: Internet of things in health tourism journey
– quantify it all

Abstract:
Sensors and smart devices are used to measure and quantify
environmental and fitness data in health tourism facilities
and users. If parameters for measurement are standardized
and continuously acquired and data is correlated to patient
experience and outcomes then there is an added value to the
whole experience and a possibility for comparison between
different facilities and services.
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SANDEEP SHARMA

ILAN GEVA

Executive Director & Global Lead, Vmarsh Healthcare

President, Ilan Geva & Friends Inc. and Director of
Strategy and U.S. office head, Vmarsh Healthcare

Short bio:
Sandeep Sharma is the executive director & global lead at Vmarsh
Healthcare, a consulting company focusing on healthcare strategy,
quality improvement & transaction advisory services. Vmarsh
Healthcare operates with offices across Dubai, Mumbai, Chicago,
Kuala Lumpur & Cairo. Sandeep Sharma has led multiple advisory
consulting, operational/clinical & transformation strategy projects,
as well as business expansion leadership roles. In addition, he is
the Chairman of the MENA region for the European Fertility Society.
Currently, he also serves as a Healthcare standards committee
member for Global Healthcare Accreditation, United States.
Sandeep comes with techno-commercial experience across
healthcare, biopharmaceuticals & life-sciences industry focused
on business initiation & feasibility studies, brand management,
customer development/retention strategies, new market entry,
strategy effectiveness, medical tourism strategy, market research
& business development across geographical regions including
Europe, the Middle East/Africa & APAC.
He is an MBA in marketing from Sydney, Australia & biotechnology
graduate from India. He lived & educated across the UK, India,
Singapore, Australia & now lives in the UAE.

Presentation title: The Changed Patient Experience Post
pandemic - The Global Yet Local insight

Abstract:
“The Changed Patient Experience Post Pandemic - The Global Yet
Local Insight” - whereby I would want to emphasise how patient’s
decision making/experience (consumer behaviours/hospital
selection decisions) has changed, since patients have now become
more informed after COVID. “Global yet local” part will portray this
overall momentum taking place around the globe, but how this
varies from region to region & what would it mean to Croatia.

Short bio:
Ilan Geva is a global branding and consumer behaviour expert,
an author, speaker and university professor. He co-authored the
book “Global Brand Management” and wrote many articles for
international healthcare and medical tourism publications. His
work has won over 100 industry awards around the world. Ilan is a
board member in several companies and organisations and serves
on advisory boards for others.
Ilan taught Branding at the University of Chicago and Consumer
Behaviour & Marketing at DePaul University. He spoke at many
international conferences and helps many global clients solidify
their brands towards profitability.

Presentation title: Thoughts of market penetration strategies for
healthcare and wellness operators
Abstract:
Everybody is a marketing expert, or a branding genius. We know
that, after all both are not precise sciences, and we all have
opinions.
The biggest challenge I have when talking about marketing or
branding advice, is that none of my previous experiences fits each
case or potential client today.
But with my advanced age, I have accumulated for you some
universal ideas.
They are timeless, as well as timely, and if you follow them taking
in consideration your own unique and special positioning (if you
have one) you have a solid chance to survive in this jungle.
Remember, those are THOUGHTS, not rules. ADVICE, not a formula
for mana from heaven…
See you in Crikvenica!
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OGNJEN BAGATIN

MAREK HOŁÓWKO

Owner and CEO, Polyclinic Sinteza

CEO & Co-Founder, Clinic Hunter

Short bio:

Short bio:

Ognjen Bagatin, owner and CEO of the Sinteza Polyclinic for
otorhinolaryngology, aesthetic surgery and medicine, gynaecology
and speech therapy, is also a co-owner of the Bagatin Clinic, a
private clinic for aesthetic surgery, dentistry, dermatology and
cosmetology, and co-owner of the Poduzetnik media platform for
entrepreneurs. He completed the MBA program at the Cotrugli
Business School and began his career as an assistant board
member in the Pastor Group, where he went through all phases
of managing diverse teams. In 2008, he transferred his knowledge
and skills to the family clinic, which at that time had only two
employees. Its growth and development have been his absolute
priority for years, and 115 employees of the Bagatin clinic today
is proof of the success of this commitment, knowledge and effort.

Presentation title: The patient will see you now - what UX and UI
can teach us about anticipating patients expectations
Abstract:
• Changing the culture of „medical paternalism“ – case study
• Human touch vs. Raising productivity
• Designing users‘ (doctor and patient) experience – problems and
solutions
• What UI teaches us about aesthetic experience of a (digital)
product
• What skills do you need to train and develop?

Marek Hołówko is the CEO & Co-Founder of Clinic Hunter, a
medical tourism marketplace. Clinic Hunter is a leader in Poland
and the region, helping patients from the UK, Ireland, Scandinavia
and other countries to find treatment abroad. Before Clinic Hunter,
Marek has been working in several consulting companies, mainly
in Deloitte Business Consulting, implementing strategic projects
in Poland, Switzerland, the UK and in other countries.

Presentation title: How to increase conversion rate - best
practices and tips

Abstract:
The presentation is entitled “How to increase the conversion rate best practices and tips”. It explains why proper communication is a
key aspect in the sales process for medical tourism agencies and
international clinics. Showing an example of Clinic Hunter company
and its practice, we discuss the importance of communication and
its influence on a conversion rate and business success.
The first part of the presentation focuses on showing the benefits
of proper communication in a sales phase. We present Clinic
Hunter’s experience and its way to achieve a satisfying level of
communication with international clients and also show the most
relevant statistics in this aspect. We intend to give useful tips for
agencies and clinics competing in the medical tourism market. We
present the main aspects of effective communication which help
convince a patient to use the offered service and make a patient
re-use the offered service in the future, if need be. The tips we
show in this part of the presentation are connected not only to the
communication process but also to products and solutions we can
use to stand out among competitors.
The second part of the presentation is dedicated to medical
travel insurance, which is not very popular, hence can be a
great advantage for a clinic or medical tourism agency. After the
Covid-19 pandemic, this extra service can increase the conversion
rate even more. We present Clinic Hunter’s experience and its
contribution to popularizing this product and show the advantages
of this service both for companies and clients.
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MIROSLAV VARGA

LEILA KREŠIĆ-JURIĆ

Google certified trainer, Escape Ltd.

Director North America, Croatian National Tourist Office
New York

Short bio:
Miroslav Varga is one of the few Google-certified trainers in Croatia
and probably the only expert in online advertising with the status
of a fivefold grandfather in the world. He selflessly shares his rich
experience at conferences and professional gatherings, because
he mostly gained his experience through mistakes and omissions
in this relatively new and developing field.

Presentation title: Patients are people. Do we know people?
Abstract:
We are advertising our products or services to people all over the
place. But do we know people? Do we understand and embrace in
our campaigns people’s behaviour?
Behavioural science has been on a strong rise in recent years. Along
with it, a relatively new branch of mathematics is also developing,
The Game Theory, because it is the study of mathematical models
of strategic interactions among rational agents.
Although I will not deal with the Game Theory in my presentation,
I will draw the attention of the participants to several behavioural
problems that we mostly ignore or do not know about.
But I have to warn you - this lecture could shake your mindset
about doing business or advertising. If you don’t want this to
happen to you, maybe it’s better to avoid listening or participating.
All others are welcome.

Short bio:
Travel & tourism enthusiast faithful to service excellence, inspired
by sustainable growth, and passionate about connecting people,
Leila is a corporate manager by profession and traveler by inner
call, proficient in travel and tourism trends, business development,
and event management. For six years, she was the Director of the
Tourism Sector at the Croatian Chamber of Economy. She was
elected Expert Member of the Croatian Parliament’s Tourism
Committee and Board Member of European tourism associations
ESPA, EHTTA, and ECTAA. For several years Leila led one of the
leading European health tourism brands HTI Conference and set
up the European HTI Summit in the European Parliament thus
promoting Europe as a health tourism destination. In 2022 she
took over the Croatian National Tourist Office in New York where
is currently based. Leila graduated in Economics and received an
MBA degree from Hult International Business School.

Presentation title: Plan for the promotion of Croatian health
tourism on the US market 2023-2025

Abstract:
The presentation is intended exclusively for Croatian business
entities in health tourism who want and plan the promotion on the
American market. It will be about participation in webinars and
live gatherings, opportunities to connect with travel agencies and
medical facilitators, and opportunities to be included in study trips
for agents and journalists.
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MARIJANA BIONDIĆ, MSC
Director, Crikvenica Tourist Board
Short bio:
After completing her studies in economics at the Faculty of
Economics of the University of Rijeka in 1998, Marijana started
working at the Tourist Office of the District of Vinodol, first as an
expert associate and from 2002 until 2007 as Director. From 2007
to 2010, she was the Director of the Senj Tourist Board. Since
2010, she has been the Director of the Crikvenica Tourist Board
(Crikvenica, Dramalj, Jadranovo and Selce).
She has wide experience in creating and developing different
projects in tourism, creating destination brands, creating and
developing new events such as Vinodol’s Summer Evenings, Uskok
Days, Frankopan Days, the CrikvArt street entertainer festival, the
Oily Fish Week/Route, (Sr)etno Selce ethno festival and organising
numerous entertaining, traditional, cultural, sports, recreational
and other events through the entire year. In addition, she has been
very successful at marketing and promoting the Crikvenica Riviera,
which in 2014 won the award for the most creative destination in
the world (awarded by the Creative Tourism Network in Barcelona).

Presentation title: From natural healing factors to one of the best
health tourism destinations in Croatia

Abstract:
The mild and healthy climate, clean air and seawater, sunlight
and aromatic herbs are some of the favourable natural features
of the Crikvenica Riviera. Due to these natural therapeutic factors
and thanks to the influence of science, this Riviera was one of
the first in Croatia to start developing health tourism in the 19th
century. The tradition of quality and top health services has been
maintained to the present day, fostered by respected clinics. Health
tourism products and services on our Riviera are sold throughout
the entire year. In 2017 Crikvenica was recognized as the most
successful health destination in Croatia. The healthy traditional
cuisine, various wellness and spa services and theme projects
such as the CIHT Conference or Crikvenica Oily Fish Route also
make this Riviera the ideal location for health and well-being. New
developments and investments in the area and modern facilities
also contribute to Crikvenica Riviera being the best health tourism
destination in Croatia.

VLADIMIR MOZETIČ,

ASSIST. PROF.
MD, PHD, MHA

President, Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster
Short bio:
Assist. Prof. Vladimir Mozetič, MD, PhD, MHA was born in 1967 in
Rijeka, Croatia. He graduated from the Medical Faculty in 1991 and
worked at the Department of Urology, University Hospital Centre
Rijeka, firstly as young researcher and afterwards as an urologist.
Since 2006, he was employed in the private Medico Special Hospital
in Rijeka, where he was appointed director from 2008 until 2016.
From 2017 to 2022 he was director and urologist at the Community
Health Centre of the Primorje-Gorski Kotar County. He works as a
consultant urologist, with main interest in andrology and urologic
oncology.
Dr. Mozetič is the President of Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster
from 2014. He is a member of the European Urological Association
as well as the Governing Board of the Croatian Society of Urology.
Dr. Mozetič is a member of the working groups in both Ministries
of Health and Tourism and Sports in the fields of healthcare, health
industry and health tourism. He is a member of the Advisory
Council of the ACAP Medical Tourism Task Forces.

Presentation title: From clustering to the region of health and
wellbeing

Abstract:
The Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster brings together 37 members
with more than 9500 employees. For the last eight years, has
had a mission to unite and prepare competitive products that will
follow global trends, but still rely mainly on regional tradition,
natural resources, and characteristics of the local destination.
We have jointly accepted the health industry as an important
regional developing branch, defining our region through strategic
documents as a destination of health and wellbeing. Additional
activities on human resources, destination management,
certification of destinations, the use of public-private partnerships,
and joint application for EU projects, will certainly bring us closer
to the desired goal, which we want to expand at the national level,
as well. Together, we are stronger, more recognizable, more
competitive, and more credible both among ourselves and towards
our customers.
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SIMONE ZAGRODNIK
Executive Director, European Historic Thermal Towns
Association
Short bio:
Simone studied business and tourism at the Cologne Business
School (Cologne, Germany), graduating in 2002. With a
specialisation in destination marketing and with a special interest
in eco-tourism, she worked for tour operators and companies in
Germany and Northern Thailand, before she started working as
a marketing manager in the German town of Wiesbaden, known
as the “world spa city of the 19th century”. Between 2008 and 2020
Simone was the head of marketing and the deputy managing
director with Wiesbaden Congress & Marketing GmbH. This is
where she discovered her enthusiasm for the thermal heritage in
Europe. After having engaged and participated in the development
of the European Historic Thermal Towns Association from a
members’ perspective for almost a decade, Simone was appointed
as the Executive Director of EHTTA in 2020.

Physical medicine
and rehabilitation

Presentation title: “Thermal Travels” – Spa Towns as Places of

Pulmonology

Abstract:

Otorhinolaryngology

Health, Wellbeing and Culture

With almost 50 members in 18 countries, the European Historic
Thermal Towns Association (EHTTA) has three members in Croatia:
Daruvar, Lipik and Varaždinske Toplice. The association is certified
as a Cultural Route of the Council of Europe and as such it has
developed a number of activities to promote spa towns with their
potential as tourism product in both, health and cultural tourism.
One of the latest activities has just won the “Best Practices
Award 2022” among the cultural routes: in the early summer
2022, the European Route of Historic Thermal Towns ran an
online awareness-raising and promotional campaign with the
motto “Thermal travels – immerse yourself in the spa culture of
Europe” in the countries of Central Europe and North America. In
Crikvenica we will share for the first time some interesting data
from public social media campaigns.

Respiratory rehabilitation
Paediatric pulmonology
and allergology

Rheumatology
Cardiology
Dermatology
Baromedicine
Medical Spa & Wellness
Accommodation facilities

Thalassotherapia Crikvenica
Hospital for Medical Rehabilitation
of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County
Gajevo šetalište 21, 51260 Crikvenica, Croatia
q +385 51 407 666
E info@thalasso-ck.hr
www.thalasso-ck.hr

POLYCLINIC TERME SELCE is the first private polyclinic for
physical medicine and rehabilitation in Croatia. It is located
at Crikvenica Riviera on the beautiful Croatian coast with
branch office in Rijeka, the third biggest Croatian city.

40 diagnostic and 250 therapeutical
procedures in 6 specializations
provided excellent results for more than
47 000 patients from 87 countries.
We offer integrated holistic and individual
approach, fast and safe rehabilitation,
advanced technology, sports medicine,
wellbeing and work-life balance programs.

Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation
Advanced Sports Program
Medical Wellness
Internal Medicine, Cardiology, Neurology
Aviation Medicine
Dermatovenerology & Anti-aging
Healthy Living by IBD Wellbeing Programs
Post-COVID programs

therme selce – 1. prilaz Ive Lole Ribara 8, 51266 Selce, tel: +385 (51) 764 055
podružnica rijeka – Slavka Krautzeka 66c, 51000 Rijeka, tel: +385 (51) 400 420
www.terme-selce.hr | info@terme-selce.hr

www.terme-selce.hr | info terme-selce.hr
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PANEL Health Tourism and Sports Rehabilitation

Prim. Vlasta Brozičević, M.D.

Danijel Premuš, MD

specialist in physical medicine
and rehabilitation, rheumatology,
Department Head and member of the
Board, Polyclinic Terme, Croatia

Cardiology specialist,
Thalassotherapia Opatija, Croatia

Martina Linarić, PHD, Owner,

Pero Kuterovac,

Center for Nutrition and Holistic
Approach to Health, NutriMarLIn,
Croatia

Conditional and strength coach,
Croatia

50

20%

years of outstanding
hotels & camping services

Discount early booking
until December 31st 2022

Use code:

Boutique Hotel Esplanade
Gourmet & Spa sensation

Hotel Katarina
Wellness & Spa retreat

CIHT2022

B o ut iqu e H o te l N o e mi a
Gourmet & Spa sensation

Grand Hotel View
Outstanding experience of Island of
Brač

Family Hotel Lišanj
Family Fun

Hotel Omorika
Active holiday

reservations@jadran-crikvenica.hr

+385 51 800 480

www.jadran-crikvenica.hr

www.pgz.hr

© M. Vrdoljak

KVARNER
Health & Wellbeing

© iStockphoto

© P. Trinajstić

© R. Kosinožić

the kvarner region
tourist board

Primorsko-goranska županija
Adamićeva 10
51000 Rijeka

+385 51 351 600 (tel)
+385 51 351 613 (fax)
info@pgz.hr

51410 opatija, nikole tesle 2
t +385 (0)51 272 988
e kvarner@kvarner.hr
www.kvarner.hr

© N. Mavrović

© S. Gulić

© N. Reberšak
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ABOUT THE DESTINATION

CRIKVENICA RIVIERA
The Crikvenica Riviera is situated in one of the most
picturesque corners of Kvarner and it comprises
the charming tourist resorts of Crikvenica, Dramalj,
Jadranovo and Selce.
Due to its favourable natural features, this riviera
began to nurture a tradition of health tourism
as early as the 19th century. The area’s mild and
healthy climate, microclimate, clean air and sea,
as well as its favourable insolation and vegetation,
all help in the prevention of various diseases,
rehabilitation, and improvement of the quality of
life. If you are looking for a destination where in the
same day you can swim in the sea, stroll on a sandy
beach breathing in the scents of the Mediterranean,
and then in the evening have fun in town, or relax in
the quiet of a green hinterland, then this is the right
choice for you.
Crikvenica is a destination that has always had
excellent natural conditions for the development
of health tourism in the area. Beside all this, in
nowadays there are also top experts in respectable
institutions: Special Hospital for Medical
Rehabilitation of Respiratory and Locomotor
System Diseases “Thalassotherapia Crikvenica”,
Polyclinic „Terme Selce“, Polyclinic „Katunar“,
Polyclinic for hyperbaric medicine “OXY” and other
various specialist services.
It’s always interesting here with more than 250
different events throughout the year, such as the
Carnival, Crikvenica Cycling Marathon, Experience
Crikvenica Health & Outdoor (spring and autumn
edition), Strawberry Festival, (Sr)etno Selce ethno
festival, CrikvArt - street entertainers festival,
the Melodies with a Taste of the Sea festival,
other music and sports festivals, Šilo-Crikvenica
swimming marathon, the Tourism Days, Oily Fish
Month or the Fisherman’s Week.
The Crikvenica-Vinodol region has a total of more
than 200 km of footpaths and hiking trails and
420 km of cycling trails. This is the perfect place

for enjoying walks, jogging, cycling and virtually
all other sport activities on land or in the sea. In
Crikvenica you can simply take a walk along one of
the most beautiful sandy beaches on the Adriatic,
the gorgeous Love Path or through the fragrant
Mediterranean Labyrinth of Love.
The
traditional
gastronomy
exudes
the
Mediterranean, and is rich in fish, seafood,
vegetables, olive oil, natural aromatic herbs and
other healthy ingredients. Some of the restaurants
and hotels marked The Oily Fish Route offer
specially prepared tasty dishes of blue fish on their
menus and this is based on the famous tradition of
fishing.
Accommodation is available in hotels, private
accommodation, campsites, hostels and other
types of accommodation (total capacity - more than
24.500 beds).
And remember, this home to beautiful natural
scenery and a rich cultural and historical heritage
is ideal for all generations of visitors, from
adventurers and animal lovers to families and
those looking for entertainment, excitement and
relaxation in the great outdoors.

www.rivieracrikvenica.com
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Organisers
CRIKVENICA TOURIST BOARD
Crikvenica Tourist Board includes a central Tourist Office and four Tourist Information Centres in coastal towns on the Crikvenica
Riviera: in Crikvenica, Dramalj, Jadranovo, and Selce. Its basic vision and mission is to constantly invest in quality and to effectively
connect the existing services and facilities on the Riviera with the aim of increasing the number of visitors and their level of
satisfaction. Other objectives include the creation of new interesting services, activities, destination brands and marketing
strategies in order to make the Crikvenica Riviera recognisable on the market as a desirable destination for leisure, entertainment,
relaxation, sport and recreation.
When developing new activities and raising the quality of existing ones, Crikvenica Tourist Board follows global trends while at the
same respecting local traditions and including the typical features of the destination. It has extensive experience in developing
various projects and organising numerous cultural, entertainment, traditional, culinary, sporting, recreational, and other events.
Crikvenica Tourist Board is also in charge of numerous promotional activities, such as the production of various digital and print
materials, offline and online advertising on Croatian and foreign markets, targeted destination promotions in the most significant
source markets (fairs, presentations), and inviting study groups of journalists and agents.
Crikvenica Tourist Board also coordinates activities in the destination and cooperates with all entities whose business is directly
or indirectly related to tourism. Offering a unique and unforgettable experience is the basic guideline when creating projects.
Crikvenica Tourist Board seeks to inspire visitors to participate actively in events by organising fishing or sailing events, bocce
tournaments, or the cooking of traditional dishes in the company of their hosts. These efforts and innovation have been recognised
at the international level: in 2014 the ‘Creative Tourism Network’ declared Crikvenica Tourist Board the world’s most creative
destination. The basic criterion for this was the fact that visitors are involved in the life of the local community.

Contact info:
P:+385 (0)51 241 051
E: info@tzg-crikvenice.hr
www.rivieracrikvenica.com

KVARNER HEALTH TOURISM CLUSTER
Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster gathers members from medical, touristic and university sector, as well as accompanying services
with the goal of creating a recognizable and competitive health tourism product on the local and international level. Our organization
implies preparations and placements of the recognizable and competitive health tourism product which must follow the world
trends, tradition, resource base and specific features of the destination. We are directed towards strengthening and development of
health tourism on Kvarner, in accordance with the strategic documents which define the destination as “the destination of health”.
The Cluster operates systematically and actively on stimulating synergic processes, directed towards improving the range and
quality of the overall health tourism offer of Kvarner as the destination of health, through joint placement of services on the health
tourism market, for the purpose of raising the degree of capacity use and overall prosperity of the Kvarner tourist destination as
a whole.
Kvarner, as a tourist destination, is positioned among the leading “destinations of health” on the European map, and even wider.
We are recognizable for our year-round offer of high-quality services in health tourism, based on contemporary trends, resource
base and tradition.

Contact info:
E: kvarner@kvarnerhealth.hr
www.kvarnerhealth.com

Co-organisers

THALASSOTHERAPIA CRIKVENICA
Contact info:
P: +385 (0)51 407 666
E: info@thalasso-ck.hr
www.thalasso-ck.hr

POLYCLINIC TERME SELCE
Contact info:
P: +385 (0)51 764 055
E: info@terme-selce.hr
www.terme-selce.hr

Get your smile
with a smile!
We guarantee you

www.orto-nova.hr

Expertise in various
areas of dental
medicine

Individual approach
of the entire
professional team

High-tech dental
equipments

High quality
materials

Fair prices

Pain free
dentistry

Organisers:

Co-organisers:

General sponsor:

Sponsors:

Partners:

Media sponsors:

CRIKVENICA TOURIST BOARD
info@tzg-crikvenice.hr
+385 (0)51 241 051

KVARNER HEALTH TOURISM CLUSTER
kvarner@kvarnerhealth.hr
+385 91 761 0536
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